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Abstract
This portfolio sets out to be a guide as a creativity workshop for secondary education teacher
candidates. Utilizing academic journals and online resources specifically targeted around
creativity traits, this paper seeks to provide researchers as a basis for a development workshop,
or a guide for development workshops on creativity. This portfolio describes the steps the
researcher performed to create the workshop. This portfolio also provides feedback from teacher
candidates who took the workshop and recommendations for future use.
Keywords: workshop development, secondary education, creativity, social constructivism, zone
of proximal development
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Gabora (2017), once stated that "Teachers often have biases against creative students,
fearing that creativity in the classroom will be disruptive. They inhibit creativity by focusing on
the reproduction of knowledge obedience in class" (para.2). Most high school students typically
enter a classroom, listen to a lecture, take notes, and hope they remember the content. A typical
high school day usually will last about seven and a half hours, Monday through Friday, and
sometimes with the same classes every day. According to Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky
(2004):
The adolescent period is particularly susceptible to such dangerous aspects of
imagination. To satisfy oneself in imagination is extremely easy; and retreat into
dreaminess, escape into an imaginative world distracts the focus and efforts of the
adolescent from the real world (p. 37).

For this reason, this portfolio will be a development session for secondary education teacher
candidates using creativity in their classrooms.
One other possibility of why teachers do not implement creativity in their classrooms
could be standardized testing. Pinex (2018) claimed, "Students between pre-kindergarten and
12th grade take about 112 mandatory standardized tests, roughly eight tests per school year"
(para. 2). It is unlikely that these statistics include the regular unit and chapter tests that a teacher
would assign to their classes. Pinex (2018) later added:
In preparation for these tests, we learn that there are only two things in life: right and
wrong. In the way that things are learned today, there is only one true answer for
everything, and it leaves no room for any mistakes. But it is through mistakes that
creativity can thrive, and if we do not allow for mistakes, we do not allow creativity
(para. 5)
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In other words, teachers might feel that they do not have time to implement creativity in their
lesson plans because they are too busy prepping their students for standardized tests. Perhaps a
possibility is to prep students for standardized tests while implementing creativity. A teacher
development session on creativity in high school could help send new teacher candidates in that
direction.
This portfolio will be a guide for a workshop development session. The content of the
workshop will be the following:
•

Identifying students with three common creativity traits

•

Reviewing the dos and don'ts when implementing a creative assignment

•

Reviewing a creativity lesson plan sample

After the workshop, the teacher candidates will take a short feedback survey that describes their
honest and accurate opinions. This portfolio consists of five chapters. Chapter one introduces the
theme, context, rationale, research questions, significance, definitions of terms, and the
summary. Chapter two will be a literature review that details and discussions the theme,
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), and the three creativity
traits. Chapter three explains the four projects and how they relate to the theme. Chapter four
reviews the survey results. Lastly, chapter five will be a reflection of the workshop.
Theme
This portfolio's theme is social constructivism, the ZPD, and PBL in a high school
setting. Constructivism is “a logical form of thought and abstract logic that occurs by itself,
without any influence from school learning” (Vygotsky, p. 79-80, 1978). Vygotsky (1978) also
defined social constructivism as learning “between human individuals” (p. 57). Meece (as cited
by Schunk, 2012) listed the following essential factors about Vygotsky's theory:
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• Social interactions are critical; knowledge is co-constructed between two or more
people
• Self-regulation is developed through internalization (creating an internal representation)
of actions and mental operations that occur in social interactions
• Human development occurs through the cultural transmission of tools (e.g., language
symbols)
• Language is the most critical tool. Language develops from social speech to private
speech to covert (inner) speech. (p. 243)
In other words, Vygotsky believed that children develop around peers and helpers. One of the
helper tools that Vygotsky developed was the ZPD.
Students in high school can complete PBL assignments with teachers using the ZPD.
Mishra (2013) stated, "the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is Vygotsky's term for the
range of tasks that a child can complete independently and those completed with the guidance
and assistance of adults or more skilled children for the lower limit" (pp. 355-356). For this
portfolio target audience, advanced placement high school students or teachers could act as the
more skilled students who have not achieved higher skills.
Rhem (1998) defined PBL as "both a curriculum and a process. The curriculum consists
of carefully selected and designed problems that demand from the learner acquisition of critical
knowledge, problem-solving proficiency, self-directed learning strategies, and team application
skills" (pp. 2-3). For high school students who are about to either enter the workforce or continue
their education, PBL could be outstanding practice and preparation for when they solve problems
in the real world.
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The theme is relevant for high school students because, in addition to being just about
ready to enter the real world, they are developing into adult minds and are fully capable of
building their knowledge. Social constructivist-centered lesson plans will allow the students to
get creative with their projects and, hopefully, take what they have learned and apply it in their
future professional or academic careers. They can gain practice using the problem-based learning
approach.
Rationale
This portfolio sets out to guide a workshop for secondary education teacher candidates to
develop a creative assignment for teaching their students to be creative when solving real-world
problems using problem-based learning. In 2011, a high school in Seattle changed its curriculum
to be PBL oriented. Three years into the transition, Clark (2014) stated:
The teachers believe it will prepare their students for college and careers by curriculum
more engaging and relevant to the world students will encounter after high school.
Collaboration has been key for teachers and students as they transition from
Sammamish's traditional curriculum to problem-based learning. The course redesigning
process has been giving teachers a voice to decide where best to integrate problems or
projects into the curriculum. (paras. 2 and 3)
Clark reported on an update three years later: "The payoff was even better than the teachers
expected; not only did students taking AP courses do as well on the year-end, AP tests as
students the traditional way, in many cases they did way better" (para. 6).
Clark's (2014) article supports that PBL in the high school classroom setting works.
When students have a goal set on solving problems, they do much better, as evidenced by the
high school in Seattle. Another 2018 article referred to how high students view the future.
Mikhailova (2018) stated, "high school students are more focused on the future, more
resourceful, and more optimistic" (p.15).
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There are multiple reasons to hone creativity in high school. In high school, the students
are preparing to enter the real world. Creative assignments have broader application than solely
leading to the students entering carreers within the arts. "The demand for creative professionals
competent to establish different strategies, identify opportunities, approach, and resolve
unforeseen problems, has been the emphasis of enterprises" (Matos et al., p. 1148, 2017).
Therefore, in high school, creativity must be valued and not destroyed. A teacher candidate
workshop session on creativity can help teachers encourage their creative students.
Problem Statement
Creativity is an essential skill that should be encouraged to hone. In 2019, LinkedIn
found creativity to be the most superior skill that employers looked for on resumes. Petrone (As
quoted by Hess, 2019) stated: “Employers recognize the importance of embracing modern
technologies as well as recognizing those things technology cannot do; connect with other
people, engage in out-of-the-box thinking and quickly adapt to new priorities or problems" (para.
6).
Not only can having the skill of creativity be useful for the arts but for problem-solving.
For example, instead of doing a task in a particular and routine way, a student might get creative
in finding another way to complete the job. Unfortunately, that is currently often not the case.
According to Daniels (2012), " k12 teachers tend to devalue creativity in students, to some extent
because creativity is associated with nonconformity, impulsivity, and classroom disruptions" (p.
3). Perhaps this is because teachers do not know how to identify creative individuals and mistake
their creativity for being a problem child. Garland (2012) related a story:
"I once worked with a creative 5th-grade girl who, upon completing a report for her other
class, arrived dressed as one of the characters in her homework assignment; she brought
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props to use as she read her report to her class. Her teacher was upset that the girl had not
followed directions; the teacher explained that costumes and props were not in the rules
and, therefore, not allowed" (para. 3).
The teacher viewed her as not obeying the guidelines to the homework assignment. The girl,
however, was just going the extra mile with her project. By creating a workshop for secondary
education teacher candidates on teaching creativity, they will enter their classrooms feeling
confident that they can identify creative students and implement a creative assignment. In return,
their students will be ready to face the world because they will have the skills to be creative
when necessary.
Significance
The projects created in this portfolio will assist future secondary education teachers with
implementing creativity in their classrooms. They will help teacher candidates identify a creative
student by discussing the three traits found in the literature, implementing a creative assignment,
and creating a lesson plan sample. The developer will present all four projects in a professional
development workshop for secondary education teacher candidates.
A professional development course on assisting teacher candidates in implementing
creativity is necessary for this portfolio. Rebora (2011) defined professional development as
"ongoing learning opportunities available to teachers and other education personnel through their
schools and districts" (para.1). Teachers can learn new skills, understand new concepts, and
exchange ideas from fellow teachers. "Effective professional development is key to teachers
learning and refining the pedagogies required to teach skills such as problem-solving,
challenging content, effective communication, collaboration, and self-direction" (Gardner et al.,
para. 1, 2017). All the skills Gardner et al. mentioned might require some creativity on the
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students' part. In a professional development course, teachers could learn ways to teach these
skills while implementing creativity.
Definitions of Terms
Constructivism: logical form of thought and abstract logic that occurs by itself, without any
influence from school learning (Vygotsky, p. 79-80, 1978)
Problem-Based Learning: An instructional approach enables learners to simultaneously
develop problem-solving strategies, disciplinary knowledge, and research skills. (The University
of Rochester, p. 1, 2009).
Creativity: The ability to make new things or think of new ideas (Merriam Webster, para. 9,
2020).
Openness to experience: This is one of the personality traits known as the "five personality
traits." However, for this portfolio, the developer will also use it as one of the creative
individual's traits. They are usually "venturing beyond their comfort zone, seeking out new,
unconventional and unfamiliar experiences" (Psychologist World, para. 1, 2019).
Risk-takers: A person who is willing to do things that involve danger or risk to achieve a goal
(Definition of a Risk-taker, para. 1, 2019).
Flexibility: Characterized by a ready capability to adapt to new, different, or changing required
(Merriam-Webster, para. 3, 2020).
Professional Development: refers to the development of a profession. in his or her professional
role (Quattlebaum, para. 3, 2012).
Social Constructivism: Relations between human individuals (Vygotsky, p. 57, 1978).
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD): The distance between the actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem-solving and the level of potential development as
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determined through problem, -solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more
capable peers (Vygotsky, p. 86, 1978).
Communism: A system in which goods are owned in common and are available to all as needed
(Meriam Webster Dictionary, para. 1, 2020).

Summary
This portfolio will be used as a guide to host a workshop to assist high school teachers in
incorporating creativity in their classrooms. This chapter described the theme, rationale, problem
statement, significance, and terms. Chapter two will discuss the literature on creativity,
Vygotsky, social constructivism, PBL, and ZPD through hours of research. Chapter three will
provide detail of the three projects. The next chapter discusses the literature behind
constructivism, ZPD, PBL, social constructivism, and three traits.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
According to Robinson (2007):
“The whole system of public education around the world is a protracted process of
university entrance. The consequence is that many highly talented, brilliant, creative
people think they are not because the thing they were good at in school was not valued”
(12:04).
Teachers can help students to realize they are brilliant, creative, and talented. Law et al. (2019)
stated, "teacher support for creativity signals that student's creative endeavors are valued and
protected" (p. 527). Therefore, there is no reason why high school teachers cannot continue to
encourage creativity in their students. According to Aljughaiman and Reynolds (2011),
"Reportedly, many students who possess personalities disliked by their teachers turn out to be
those students who are highly creative, even though their teachers may not recognize them as
such" (p. 2). This chapter will focus on three traits that will assist teachers in identifying creative
students.
The focus of this literature review will be reviewing social constructivism, ZPD, PBL,
and the three most common traits that were mentioned frequently by multiple articles: openness,
risk-takers, and flexibility. This chapter attempts to use specific definitions and examples of the
three traits. It will also discuss how the research narrowed from 21st-century skills to creativity
to three traits that a creative individual possesses. Articles about creativity in the high school
classroom are shared. Finally, there will be a review of the three traits.
Methodology
The research for this literature review was found online through the Saint Cloud State
University Library. Most of the articles found were through the Ebsco host. Other databases used
were Google Scholar and SCSU interlibrary loan. Search engines were used, such as Bing,
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Google, and Yahoo. In addition to articles, the resources include two YouTube videos. The
initial review examined 21st-century skills and used what was found for this portfolio to guide
high school teachers to implement best practices in the high school classroom.
The first step was typing the search terms "21st-century skills" AND "high school" AND
"implementing" into the academic search engines. After realizing that this topic was too broad, it
was narrowed down to one of the 21st-century skills. Next was analyzing the literature and
organizing the information based on the table below. (See table 1). The variables below are
known as 21st-century skills. Each author listed in the vertical column mentioned the skill at
least once in the articles. Every time an article said a skill, an X was marked in the appropriate
box. Careful thought and consideration determined which of the skills were found most
important and which one seemed the most intriguing. Important skills were defined as skills that
are used in everyday life. Intriguing skills were defined as skills that are not usually considered
an “essential” skill and more of a hobby. Most consider the arts a hobby. The 21st-century skill
that the arts fall under is creativity.
"Vygotsky claimed that all human beings, even small children, are creative and that
creativity is the foundation for art and science and technology" (Lindqvist, p. 249, 2003).
Therefore, it was decided that the skill that this portfolio would be about was creativity. The
keywords used in this search were "creativity", "high school", "constructivism", "21st-century
skills", "problem-based learning (PBL)", "English", "science", "social studies", "Math",
"STEM", "creativity traits", "openness", "risk-taking", "flexibility", "Vygotsky", and "the zone of
proximal development (ZPD)." Research studies and articles within the 21st-century were used
to give insight into how high schools' creativity was used in the past and compare them to today.
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Table 1
Authors that Discussed Certain 21rst Century Skills
Author

Year

Variables
Critical

Collaboration

thinking

Information

Creativity

Innovation

Literacy

Aslan, S

2016

X

X

Geisinger, K

2016

X

X

Ercikan, K

2016

X

X

2016

X

X

X

X
x

X

X

x

X

X

x

X

Oliveri, M
Bersiwill, J
Bracey, P
Morris, K
Husang, K
Lee, S

Note: Gay, L. R., Mills, G., & Airasian, P. (2012, p.97). Educational Research, 10th Edition.

Analysis Method
Multiple articles that discuss the traits of a creative individual. After completing the
research and reaching more than ten articles (See table 2), it was decided that there was enough.
In the articles listed in table two, it was discovered that the three common traits that were
mentioned multiple times in the articles were openness, risk-takers, and flexibility. As seen in
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table two below, the most common trait found in the literature was openness, while risk-taking
and flexibility come in 2nd and 3rd, respectively. Similar to table one.

Table 2
Authors that Mentioned the Three Traits
Author
Date
Openness Risk-

flexibility

takers
Aljughaiman, 2011

X

A
Baas, M

2013

X

Fernham, A

2015

X

Gonzalez, J

2011

X

Palanski, M

2011

X

X

X

Note: Gay, L. R., Mills, G., & Airasian, P. (2012, p.97). Educational Research, 10th Edition

It was decided to analyze the literature by how many of the traits a creative individual
has. When the article mentioned a trait, an x was marked in the appropriate box. Eventually,
openness, risk-takers, and flexibility were chosen. The table above was the narrowed down
result. The products will require the teachers to develop lesson plans and hone creative skills
such as openness, risk-takers, and flexibility. While this section helped analyze the literature and
information found, the next section will discuss the variables.
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Review of Literature
In general, the basic definition of creativity is large and complex. Beghetto et al. (2017)
stated: “Creativity scholars generally agree that creativity represents a combination between
originality, novelty, or newness and usefulness, meeting task constraints, of meaningfulness as
defined within a particular socio-cultural and historical context” (p. 270).
That is a basic definition of creativity. Law et al. (2019) described, "scholars argue
whether the period of school is an optimal time for children and adolescents to develop creative
potential" (p. 526). Encouraging the students to develop creative potential can be an excellent
way to help them discover who they are as human beings and what they want to be when they
leave school.
Technology also plays a crucial role in developing creativity. "Technological change can
be driven by human creativity and, in turn, provides new contexts and tools for creative output"
(Fisser et al., 2016, pp. 27-28). With new technologies coming out almost daily, there is no
reason why creativity should not be taught. Unfortunately, today, schools do not implement
creativity because they are so focused on standardized tests. Trackim (2016) explained:
Schools do not foster the amount of creativity that they need to, and that is because of the
way they are being run. Standardized testing is a huge culprit in the creativity crisis
because preparation steals valuable time that could be used for student innovation.
Between the SATs, Keystones, and AP tests, many classes culminate in some test."(para.
5)
That can work by applying the social constructivism theory and using both PBL and the ZPD.
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Theme
As stated in chapter one, the theme of this portfolio will be social constructivism. Using
the search terms "Vygotsky" and "constructivism" in the search engines Ebsco, Google Scholar,
Bing, and the Google search engine, countless articles and websites were able to be viewed.
Many of the articles discussed mentioned Vygotsky's social constructivism theory, ZPD, and
PBL. This section discusses the articles and research studies reviewed for this portfolio. To
understand social constructivism, one must first understand the theory of constructivism.
Constructivism is a “logical form of thought and abstract logic that occurs by itself,
without any influence from school learning” (Vygotsky, pp. 79-80, 1978). What is
Constructivism (2020) goes further with their definition stating “basically, learners use their
previous knowledge as a foundation and build on it with new things that they learn” (para. 1). In
other words, the students take what they already know outside of school and use that knowledge
to continue with knew things. In addition, Carlson (2020) states “benefits of constructivism
include an array of diversity in opinions and discussions that may never have occurred in a more
traditional classroom” (p. 9).
Social constructivism was from Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky. To understand the
theory of social constructivism, one must understand the historical background and period time
of Vygotsky. Jaramillo (1996) stated, "Vygotsky was a social scientist and communist who
desired to educate Russian peasants about the virtues of communism. As a social scientist,
Vygotsky employed a micro view towards studying how we learn in a given social situation" (p.
134). It is well known that the Soviet Union was a communist country until at least the 1990s.
The Merriam Webster Dictionary (2020) defined communism as "a political and economic
ideology from Karl Marx, which advocates for a societal and communal ownership and
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governance of the means of production" (para. 8). In other words, ideally, society would own
everything amongst themselves. That would include education. Steiner and Mahn (1996) stated,
"Vygotsky came up with a rich multi-layered theory through which he examined a range of
subjects including the psychology of art, language and thought, and learning development" (pp.
191-192). This theory is the social constructivist theory.
Here is the definition of social constructivism, what it looks like in the classroom, and
what a social constructivist teacher is. Beaumie (2014) stated, "social constructivism represents
the most general perspective of constructivism with its emphasis on social exchanges for
learners' cognitive growth and role of culture and history in their learning " (p. 13).
Constructivism and Social Constructivism in the Classroom (2019), explained:
Social constructivist learning is a process of peer interaction that is mediated and
structured by the teacher. Discussion can promote the presentation of specific concepts,
problems, or scenarios, and is guided by means using effectively directed questions,
introducing, and clarifying concepts and information, and references to previously
learned material. (para. 6).
A social constructivist teacher creates a context for learning in which students can become
engaged in exciting activities that encourages and facilitates learning (Kansellar, 2002, p. 3).
Keeping these definitions in mind will make the development session simpler because the
teacher candidates will use them as guidelines.
PBL is "an instructional approach which enables learners to simultaneously develop
problem- solving strategies, disciplinary knowledge, and research skills. Students become active
problem-solvers confronted with an ill-structured problem which mirrors real-world problems"
(University of Rochester, 2009, p. 3). Jonassen et al. (2014) gave a more basic definition stating,
"Fundamentally, PBL is based on constructivist assumptions about learning. Humans, as
learners, are perceivers and interpreters who construct their interpretations of the physical world
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through cognitive, interpretive activities that construct mental models" (p. 224). Keeping both
definitions in mind, Clayton and Pierpont (1996) gave a history of PBL. They claimed:
PBL developed in the 1950s in medical education and other health-related disciplines
which had a professional orientation. Today, as well as in the United States, the PBL
approach is also used widely in Australia and mainland Europe. PBL based approaches
were implemented because of dissatisfaction with an over-reliance on factual content and
memorization. Courses were becoming more and more discipline-based and, as such,
lacked integration between individual sub-disciplines. PBL gained acceptance as delusion
with mass lectures rose. (p. 3).
Based on Clayton and Pierpont's description of the PBL background, one would assume there is
no reason why PBL cannot be in a high school setting. For high school teachers to better
understand PBL, they must understand the characteristics of a PBL activity, what PBL is, the
students' role and their role, and what PBL looks like in the classroom.
The high school in Seattle mentioned in chapter 1 changed its curriculum to PBL a few
years ago. The following are aspects of a PBL activity for a general curriculum:
•

Ill structured, complex problems provide the focal point(s) and stimuli for the course

•

Learning is student-centered

•

Teacher acts as a coach or facilitator

•

Students work in small groups to solve/provide multiple solutions to problems

•

Learner assessment is enhanced by self and peer assessment

•

Real authenticity

•

A motivation dimension

•

An expectation that the students will make and defend judgments based on the

information they acquire
•

Cooperation between learners

•

Initial open-minded questions that elicit drivers' opinions
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•

Application of prior knowledge to the learning of new concepts

•

New concepts from diverse areas that are interconnected.

(Rhem, 1998, p. 3. University of Rochester, 2009, p. 3)
The same authors describe the student's role with the following characteristics:
•

PBL encourages students to identify their learning needs to determine the resources they

will need to accomplish their learning
•

Pose questions on aspects of the problem they do not understand

•

Decide which questions will be followed up by the whole group and which questions can

be assigned to individuals, who later teach the rest of the group (PBL is usually in groups)
•

Discuss what resources will be needed to research the answers to the questions and where

they can be found
•

Research the answers to their research questions and integrate this information into the

context of the problem
•

Summarize their research and explain what they have learned to group members

•

Work as a group to integrate, apply, and use the information from group members to

arrive at a solution
•

Define new learning issues and see that learning is an ongoing process

•

Reflect on the problem-solving strategies used by their group

(Rhem, 1998, p. 13. University of Rochester, 2009, p. 2).
Rhem (1998) and the University of Rochester (2009) finally list the following as the teacher's
role in PBL:
•

Content and procedural resource person

•

Facilitator of group processes
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•

Guide to additional resources

•

Sounding-board person

•

Presents the problematic citation

•

Models, coaches, questions, listens, and remains in the background

•

Engages in the process as co-leader

(p. 13, p. 1).
When it comes to PBL in a classroom setting, Jonassen et al. (2014) list "problem-focused,
student-centered, self-reflective, and facilitative as characteristics of a PBL learning
environment" (p. 223). Like a PBL activity, the classroom should be focused on solving a
problem that the students can solve, and the problem should be relatable to everyday use. Rhem
(1998) described the setup of a PBL activity:
Usually, a class is divided into groups of approximately five students each. The group's
membership generally remains constant throughout each term. At the purest level, the
groups define the "learning issues" they believe each new problem presents and decide
how to divide their labors to resolve them. Thus, aggressive PBL implementation requires
an adequate ample library resource. Likewise, large class situations require an adequate
number of support and facilitators to groups. (p. 3).
What is stated in the previous quote summarizes what was mentioned earlier. In a PBL centered
classroom, the teacher must listen and act as a guide and facilitator. In the groups, they must
decide who does what to each student. In these groups, the teacher could mix the higher
achievement students with the lower-level students and act as guides. That would be where
Vygotsky's ZPD could occur.
Vinney (2019) defined the ZPD as "the gap between what a learner has mastered and
what they can potentially master with support and assistance" (para.1). For example, a student is
taking a sewing class for home economics. This student can sew a straight on a sewing machine
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but has difficulty completing curves. The instructor guiding the student's hands and the fabric
helps the student reach their ZPD by assisting with the curves. Once the student can sew curves
flawlessly, they will have got their ZPD. Vygotsky argued that some children might have a high
IQ but small ZPD, and others might have a low IQ but a high ZPD (Fani & Ghaemi, 2011, p.
1550). In other words, a student's ZPD does not measure how smart they are. It is what a student
needs to reach to meet a certain skill level. Employers can also use the ZPD in the workplace. On
the job, apprentices operate within a ZPD as mainly their works depend on tasks beyond their
capabilities (Ibrahim, 2017, p. 37). Students could master three traits a creative individual
possesses if the teacher measures their ZPD.
As mentioned earlier, there are multiple traits that a creative person can possess. For
simplicity's sake, the traits were narrowed down from many to three traits. As mentioned in the
above section, the three common traits found were openness to experience, risk-takers, and
flexibility. These will be the subthemes in the portfolio. The first subsection is openness.
Openness
Note that out of the three traits decided, one trait was mentioned multiple times more than
over. This trait is openness. Openness to experience is the personality trait most consistently
related to creativity across domains (Desh, & Srivastava, 2014, p. 480). It is only appropriate that
openness to experience is first. The same authors stated:
Openness involves emotional and motivational traits that as seeking new experiences and
feeling a wide range of emotions, cognitive traits of intellectuality and imaginative
thinking, social expression through nonconformity and liberal attitudes, and traits related
to self-regulation and tolerance of ambiguity. (p. 480).
Law et al. (2019) gave a more straightforward definition. They define openness "as the extent to
which an individual is broad-minded, curious, imaginative, and original" (p. 29). These are
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characteristics of what a person who has openness might possess. An example of an individual
with openness will help illustrate the idea.
There are many occupations that an individual with openness might have. For example, a
photographer takes images and collages of Christmas in New York City. This photographer's
boss asks if they are comfortable taking pictures of New York Christmas time's grit and reality.
While the photographer has never done anything like that, they are more than open to the idea.
To prepare for this project, the photographer imagined what it would be like for them to deal
with being homeless in New York City. When the photographer completes their pictures, they
decide the theme of their collage will be Homeless for the Holidays. The photographer was open
to trying a new idea, was therefore openminded, and used their imagination to prepare for a
project they had never done before. That is what openness looks like in terms of creativity.
Individuals with a high level of openness to experience are usually characterized as
creative (Dai et al., 2016, para.1). Trying new things could encourage them to create an original
and unique idea or concept. A school setting example of this trait would be a senior working to
conserve energy for their independent study. That would cause the student to think critically and
experiment with various methods to achieve the desired results. The new techniques discovered
could cause the student to find a new way to save energy because they were not afraid to try
something new. The second subsection will be risk-takers.
Risk-Takers
Palanski and Vogelgesgang (2011) commented that "openness to experience is related to
risk-taking" (p.3). As mentioned above, a willingness to experiment is openness. Depending on
the situation, willing to experiment can count as taking a risk. In terms of creativity, Daniels
(2012) stated, "creativity brings with it at least a modicum of risk-taking intellectual, social,
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psychological, and emotional risks. Whenever a unique approach or opinion is ventured, the
creative individual risks rejection or even isolation" (p.8). For a better understanding, an example
is below.
An excellent example of risk could be that an inventor wants to invent the flying car. This
inventor has a group of friends and peers who are fellow inventors. This inventor knows that if
he tells his peers what he is planning to develop, they are faced with the possibility of being
laughed at, rejected, and even being alone because he intends to devote all of his time to creating
the flying car. However, this individual is not afraid because he is aware that his idea is a little
crazy, but it is his passion. He is giving up everything without knowing if he will succeed or fail.
Climer (2015) explained:
Because creativity is about doing something where one does not know that outcome, it is
about taking a risk. It also means that being creative can have significant gains, and there
can be significant losses as well. In essence, one cannot be creative while remaining
completely safe. (para. 3).
That is how creativity and risk-taking come together. The inventor is experimenting with
something that might succeed or fail. Therefore, he is taking a risk. Since this portfolio is for
teacher candidates, a school setting example of risk will be next.
An example of creative risk-taking in the schools might be that the high school vocal
music teacher discovers that the star quarterback has a fantastic singing voice. Auditions for
Oklahoma! are coming up, and the music teacher encourages him to audition for Curly. The
football player is considering it and is well aware that his teammates and athlete friends might
reject him. Ultimately, the quarterback decides to go for it despite the possibility of losing his
friends. He knows there is always the possibility that he will not get the lead part but takes the
risk of pursuing one of his other passions. The third subsection is labeled flexibility.
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Flexibility
Flexibility is "a readiness to change behavior to meet changing circumstances" (Desh &
Srivastava, 2014, p. 92). High school teachers will want to teach their students to solve problems
that come up with positive solutions for everyone. That would mean that students will need to be
flexible in solutions. Some of the answers could be new and creative. Regarding creativity, Baas
et al. (2013) gave another great example:
When generating possible uses for a brick, a person is considered more flexible when
generating responses in many different conceptual categories (e.g., use a brick not only to
build something but also a weapon, a weight, or a musical instrument. (p. 46).
That is what flexibility looks like with creativity. The students were flexible in thinking about
what else a brick could be used for and thought of something creative.
Flexibility in creativity has been related to the originality of ideas and the ability to break
apart from mental fixations (Dror et al., 2018, para. 1). An excellent way for teachers to assist
their students in leaving the mental obsessions is through flexibility building. The idea for
flexibility building was found on teachersfirst. Teachers First (2019) defines "flexibility building
as asking questions and designing projects where students must shift perspective. This will
prompt students to be more flexible in their approach" (para.3). Below is an example of
flexibility building an educational setting.
Flexibility building would be perfect for a high school classroom. For example, in World
History, the class is studying the Vietnam War. Some questions that the teacher could impose
are:
•

How might the Vietnamese have felt when the U.S army invaded their country?

•

How might the U.S soldiers have viewed the Vietnamese civilians?

•

Could the Vietnam War have been prevented? How?
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It will cause the students to think of things from another perspective. Also, it could cause
a student to change their minds. For instance, a student in this history class always is a history
buff and always believed that the U.S getting involved in the Vietnam war was a good thing.
They believe this because they have only heard this from the U.S point of view. They never even
considered the other side's point of view. Therefore, they decide to complete their assignment on
the first question. Once they are all done with the project, perhaps they will have a new
perspective on the Vietnam war.
Gaps
The research on creativity in high school is minimal. When it came to PBL, Vygotsky,
social constructivism, and ZPD, multiple articles and documents were found and located. There
were, however, many articles on creativity that centered around middle and elementary school
students. Editorial opinion pieces found on sites such as the Huffington Post or the U.S.A today
can give insight into what teachers and students believe about creativity in schools. However,
they do not offer any insight from scholars. That made the research a bit challenging. However,
as seen, there were some articles with useful information.

Summary
Chapter two discussed the analysis of the theme, framework, and sub-themes of my
products. It emphasizes that there are certain traits that a creative individual possesses and how
the three traits chosen are essential for teachers to take into consideration when creating lesson
plans. The research of the information changed dramatically from the beginning. The only
similarity is that scholarly articles on creativity in U.S high schools are still very slim. This
chapter discussed the literature related to the themes; the next chapter will describe the three
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products that will help teachers develop lesson plans using the three traits discussed and involve
creativity on the students' part.
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Chapter 3: Description of the Products
Chapter 2 discussed the literature provided on creativity, openness to experience, risktakers, and flexibility. As mentioned in chapter one, high school students getting creative with
their projects and homework assignments can be beneficial. In this chapter, the projects included
in this portfolio will be discussed. Each product will feature one of the three traits mentioned in
chapter two. A workshop survey is also included. This chapter includes a description of the
projects, the Institutional Review Board approval, the application of the products, a timeline of
the project, and a summary.
Description of the Products
The products created in this portfolio will be the following: the first project will be a
short video that helps teachers identify the three traits found in students discussed in chapter two
and how teachers can encourage students to hone these traits. The second project will be a
PowerPoint or Google Slide show presented to the workshop teachers. It will help implement a
creative assignment that will have the students use all three traits mentioned and create the lesson
plan based on the social constructivist learning theory. The third project will a sample lesson
plan handout, combining the two documents. Initially, the goal was to conduct the workshop in
person, and the three products would be handouts that the presenter would go over with the
teachers. Due to COVID-19, the workshop will be entirely online. The entire workshop will be
on a Google website. On this website, the teachers will watch an introductory YouTube video,
download the three products, and watch short YouTube videos to discuss the products. When
they finish, they will click on a link where they will take an 11-question survey. This survey will
be created either with Survey Maker or Google Forms. These products will help teachers develop
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lesson plans that hone their creativity and encourage them to be open to experience, risk-takers,
and flexible.
The problem addressed in this portfolio is to develop the creativity of high school
students and prepare them to solve problems with a creative approach when they enter the real
world. This project encourages high school teachers to help their students to develop their
creative potential. Upon completion of these products, the teacher candidates should achieve the
following objectives:
•

The teacher candidates will identify the student who possess the qualities of openness, is
a risk-taking, and is flexibility.

•

The teacher candidates use the Sample and guide when developing lesson plans in the
future.

Audience Analysis
The audience for this workshop will be teacher candidates who are planning to enter the
secondary education field and will likely be candidates in the teacher education program at Saint
Cloud State University. They will be teaching at public schools with grades 9-12. The number of
teachers attending the workshop is yet to be determined. The age of the learners will likely be 23
and up.
Needs Analysis
Audience members should be familiar with planning lessons at a high school level. They
should be working towards a secondary education goal. They can teach any grade level and be in
any department. Also, the teachers should be open to trying these products and not be afraid to
look to them for help. That is what this portfolio seeks to be; a guide for teachers to use. The
motivation behind this project is for teachers to develop lesson plans in their high school settings
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to prepare their students for the real world to be ready to solve problems. Educators should have
a basic understanding of what creativity is. The audience is not required to be skilled in
creativity.
Goal Analysis
This portfolio aims to be used as a guide to conduct a workshop on how high school
teachers can create lesson plans using creativity. They are not required to attend the workshop.
Due to recent world events, the workshop will be virtual.
Guide Document One
Product
This product will consist of three parts. First, it will define the three traits discussed in
chapter 2. The three traits that high school students need to develop are openness to experience,
risk-taking, and flexibility. Next, there will be a section for teachers on recognizing a student
who has those traits. The last section of will discuss how the teacher candidates can encourage
and help their students develop these traits. The media used for creating this document will be
Audacity, YouTube video, iMovie, PowerPoint, or Google Slides, and images and text for
examples in the slides. There will also be various photos and texts. It will require internet
access.
Content
This document's content will include a title page that will introduce the teacher
candidates to the workshop and what to expect. Clark et al. (2018) describes the benefits of a
creative high school classroom as an environment that will help individualize learning and
provide students the support they need to think openly and productively. Creative environments
also involved aesthetics. Meyers and Warner (2010) listed how lighting, color, decorations,
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furniture, resources, and sensory variables can affect creativity in the classroom. Natural lighting
is recommended. The authors also mentioned class size and recommended 25 as the maximum
number of students in a class. The reader will then learn how to identify a student that possesses
the traits of creativity. The final section will explain why constructivism is the best learning
theory to consider when teaching students with those traits and how they can help students who
do not possess the traits and need to develop them.
Process
The document will be through Google Doc. Throughout the document's development
stage, input from high school teachers and the advisor for this project will occur. After these
meetings, appropriate changes and revisions were made.
Methodology for Analysis and Evaluation
A survey will be sent to the participants via email. Comments from advisor Kristen
Carlson will also be taken into consideration. To pretest the product, I will also look to my
advisor and faculty at Saint Cloud State University that teaches secondary courses. COVID-19
has made the option to move the workshop online more suitable because it has been deemed
unsafe to have large crowd gatherings. They can make sure it is appropriate and easy to
understand.
Guide Document Two
Product
The second document will be a cheat sheet guide for high school teachers to develop a
lesson plan. A PowerPoint slide will also use various images and texts on the projector screen. It
will consist of how the teacher can introduce the lesson, what the teacher must remember when
creating the lesson, and how the teacher can design the lesson plan to be constructivism friendly.
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Content
This document will begin with an introduction and an overview. The overview will
inform the reader of what to expect. After the introduction, there will be a page full of "dos and
don'ts." This page will be in two columns. One column will be the "do side," and the other
column will be the "don't" side. It will remind teachers what to do and what not to do while
developing a lesson plan. Finally, the last section of this document will be tips on making the
lesson plan using the social constructivism centered learning theory.
Process
The document will also be made on Microsoft Word, Google Doc, PowerPoint, and
images from various sites and texts. Throughout the development stage, input will be received
from high school teachers in the community and faculty advisors. Changes and revisions will be
made based on the suggestions from these meetings.
Methodology for Analysis and Evaluation
Much like product number one, the learners' analysis will be through meetings with high
school teachers. That will be through interviews and surveys. This process will determine what
works and what does not work when creating a document for teachers. Teacher candidates who
participated in the workshop will evaluate the product. The researcher will also include their
advisor. The teachers can determine if the product is applicable and understandable as they are
the intended audience.
Guide Document Three
Product
The third product in this portfolio will be a sample lesson for the teachers to look at and
use. It will be having the students create a diary of a fictional person. The students will set their
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characters in a period from the past, and in their journals, they will write the characters' thoughts
and observations of certain events in the period.
Content
The first part of this product will be a description of the lesson plan. It will be the goals
and objectives of the lesson plan as if it were to be implemented. Following this will be the
learner analysis for the lesson plan. The third section will be the context analysis. After the
context analysis will be the procedural analysis. Last will be the analysis and evaluation of the
lesson plan. An example of the sample might be one of the criteria below.
In a high school setting, there are plenty of opportunities to include creativity in lesson
plans. An example is for students to create an infographic or digital poster. Constructing info
graphs or visual displays of information encourages student creativity to select a student topic
and share it with a topic audience (Lamb et al., 2018). Creating a digital poster would perfect for
a high school lesson plan. A teacher can ask the students to create a digital sign as a public
service announcement in a possible scenario in social studies. The students can pick a social
issue they feel passionate about that will be approved by the teacher. A teacher can use all three
of the traits in this lesson plan. For example, the students who are not tech-savvy will be trying
something new (openness to experiences, risk-taking, and adaptability/flexibility), and shy
students can let their voices be heard (risk-taking, and open to experience).
All three of the traits are used in this lesson plan as well. The students are saying the first thing
that comes to their minds (openness to experience and risk-taking) and using the sentences given
to them (flexibility/ adaptability).
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Process
The process of this product will be the same as the first two. It will be designed in
Microsoft Word. The researcher will consult with high school teachers and their advisor. While
these meetings are taking place, the researcher will make the necessary changes and revisions
needed in the lesson plan sample.
Methodology for Analysis and Evaluation
My analysis of this product will be much like the second product. The only difference is
that feedback will be gathered through interviews instead of using a survey. To evaluate the
product, teachers will review the lesson plan sample. The feedback is necessary because the
researcher is not a teacher themself. They can inform the researcher whether the sample is easy
to understand and is relatable to what a high school teacher will use in their lesson plans.
Guide Document Four
Product
The feedback survey will consist of 11 questions. The purpose of the survey is to
determine if this portfolio could be used as a guide to conduct a teacher development workshop.
The first nine questions will consist of statements. Lastly, the final two items will require general
answers. While the learners are not professional teachers yet, they are likely going to attend a
teacher development workshop in their careers. This workshop will be a preparation for them on
what to expect of a workshop. Their feedback could also help determine the usefulness of this
portfolio because they are the target audience of future teacher development workshop
developers.
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Content
The feedback survey will be the very last product in the workshop. As mentioned above,
it will consist of 11 items in total. The first nine items will consist of statements. After reading
the statements, the teacher candidates will select from the following choices they believe to be
true about the statement:
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree

The last two items will be questions, and the teacher candidates will be asked to give honest
short answers. The answers will be the following:
•

Do you have any suggestions that would make the workshop better? (optional).

This question optional because they may not have any suggestions at all.
•

If you selected 1,2 or 3 in any of the above questions, can you explain why?

Once the teacher candidates were sure of their answers, they will submit their answers
and click on "submit."
Process
The process of creating this product will be used on Google Forms. Due to COVID-19,
the teacher candidates will take the workshop online. The workshop will be designed using
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Google Sites. Therefore, it makes sense to use Google Forms will be used to streamline the
gathering of feedback through a survey.
Methodology for Analysis and Evaluation
The analysis of this product will be based on the responses from the actual product itself.
As stated, this portfolio is intended to be used as a guide for a creativity teacher development
workshop. The responses could assist with deciding whether the development workshop would
need improvement or not. The responses could also help determine whether the feedback survey
needs better questions for more accurate and useful feedback. First, the answers will be
reviewed. For the first nine questions, any rating with a four or five will be considered positive
feedback. Any response rated three, two, or one will be regarded as negative feedback. The last
two questions will be short answers where the teacher candidates can give suggestions to make
the workshop better. The second to last question will be optional because the teacher candidates
may not provide any feedback. The teacher candidates will also have the opportunity to explain
why they choose one, two, or three for any of the statements. Finally, it will be time to analyze
the responses.
Institutional Review Board Approval
Since the data collected will be about the product itself, IRB approval will not be needed.
The teacher candidates will be informed that collecting the information will be completed
anonymously as they do not need to reveal their information. Enclosed is the certificate that
shows the completion of the IRB training. The training was completed in the fall of 2018.
Application of the Products
These products will be created to help high school teachers develop students' creative
potential in openness, risk-taking, and adaptability. The products will use the research described
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in chapter two to develop a lesson plan using the ZPD, PBL, and the social constructivism
learning theory. The teacher candidates will be able to read the material while offline and print
the products off the computer to read them at home if they choose.
Timeline
The portfolio projects will be completed in the following order:
• 10/27/18 Decide the portfolios theme.
• 12/08/18 Identify three projects to include the portfolio.
• 7/ 19/ 2019 Research and review the literature based on 21st-century skills, creativity,
Creativity traits, constructivism, and high school.
• 7/ 31/ 2019 Narrow down the traits of creative individuals according to the literature.
• 8/5/2019 Complete revision recommendations by Dr. Park and Dr. Carlson.
• 8/16/2019 Form committee.
• 3/25/2020 Hold first committee meeting.
• 6/30/2020 Complete updated research.
• 7/01/2020 Add new quotes and information to paper.
• 7/16/2020 Complete recommendations by Dr. Hill.
• 7/17/2020 Complete recommendations by Dr. Wolak.
• 8/21/20 Begin building products.
• 9/9/2020 Send completed products to committee members.
• 9/18/2020 Send revised products to committee members.
• 9/21/20 Contact the Teacher Development Department.
• 10/21/2020 Analyze the results
• 12/10/2020 Final committee meeting
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• 12/12/2020 Graduation
Summary
The three products included in this chapter intend to guide high school teachers to
develop lesson plans that implement creativity in their classrooms. These products were chosen
instead of using one trait per lesson plan because having all three of the products be lesson plans
does not help solve the problem as to how high school teachers can create lesson plans using
creativity in their classrooms. The three common creativity traits pamphlet and dos and don’ts
page could assist the teachers with implementing what kind of lesson plan they want that will
encourage hone their creativity. If they feel stuck on what kind of activity to implement while
remembering the two products, they can look at the lesson plan sample. That way, they will
implement a creative assignment with ease. The next chapter will describe the products and the
feedback results from the workshop survey.
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Chapter 4: Product Showcase
This chapter will describe in detail will be a complete description, audience analysis,
learning context, needs analysis, and pictures of the products and the results of the survey that
were outlined in chapter three. This portfolio is to be used as a guide for a workshop on
implementing creativity in the classroom. COVID -19 moved the workshop entirely online. The
website was created using Google Sites. As stated at the end of chapter three, chapter four will
review the feedback from the learners.
Product One-Three Common Creativity Traits
Description
The first product was designed as a three-column pamphlet that introduced the three
common creativity traits discussed in chapter two of this portfolio. It was created using Google
Docs. The video was created using Audacity, QuickTime, and iMovie. The video was then
uploaded to YouTube. Finally, both the brochure and the YouTube video were embedded on the
site. For the full link to the page, type https://sites.google.com/view/penrodsportfolioproject/thethree-traits. Each column gave a definition of the trait, examples of how the students could use
the trait in a high school setting, and what they, as teachers, can do to encourage students to
develop those traits. The teacher candidates then watched a video before discussing the
pamphlet.
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Figure 1
The Three Traits Screenshot Introduction

Note. A screenshot of the first section showing The Three Traits page.
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Figure 2
Three Common Traits Video and Content of Video Screenshot

Note. The teacher candidates could see the video and know what to expect in the video. The
icons in the bottom right corner are due to the page being in preview mode.
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Figure 3
Three Common Traits Document

Note. The screenshot above is in preview mode. The teacher candidates did not see the bottom
right corner icon.
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Audience Analysis
The teacher candidates for this workshop were very familiar with Google and the
internet. Google Drive was recommended for using the workshop so that participants could save
the documents. If Google Drive was unavailable, they were instructed to print copies of the
materials.
Learning Context
The teacher candidates saw the introduction to the section paragraph under the page title.
After the teacher candidates read the introduction, they either read or saved the pamphlet to
Google Drive. Next, they read the text next to the YouTube video. The text was the content of
the video that informed the teacher candidates what to expect. The YouTube video was
approximately 5 minutes and 4 seconds in length. At the end of the video, the narrator announced
the teacher candidates for the next section topic for the teacher candidates.
Needs Analysis
The pamphlet's purpose was to give the teacher candidates an overview of what the three
creativity traits that were mentioned the most in the literature were. Even though teachers of all
grade levels are encouraged to find creative students, many may not know how to identify a
creative student. Understanding what traits a creative individual might possess can give teachers
an idea of what type of assignments they implement.
Product Two-Dos and Don'ts
Description
The second product was a two-column page that listed the dos and don'ts when
implementing a creative assignment. Similar to product one, this product was also made on
Google Docs. While creating the dos and don'ts, the three traits were kept in mind. For example,
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on the "dos" side, encouragement was given to help students to take risks. Risk-takers was also
one of the traits. The slide states what teachers should not do when encouraging creativity in the
classroom. An alternative suggestion of what they could do instead is explained on the don'ts
side. For example, the first don't note is, "assume the students will complete the assignment
independently. Allow them to do the tasks they know how to do on their own, then help them
with the skills they need to work in." Like product one, a YouTube video was made that goes
over the dos and don'ts. The video was created using Audacity, QuickTime, and iMovie. After
being created in iMovie, the video was then uploaded to YouTube and embedded on the Dos and
Don'ts page. The video was approximately 2 minutes and 48 seconds length. The document itself
was located at the bottom of the page. For a link to the page, type
https://sites.google.com/view/penrodsportfolioproject/dos-and-donts.
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Figure 4
Dos and Don'ts Page Introduction

Note. The right bottom corner icons are due to the page in preview mode.
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Figure 5
Dos and Don'ts Video and Content of Video

Note. The right corner icons are due the page in preview mode.
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Figure 6
Screenshot with the Dos and Don'ts Document

Note. The right bottom corner icons are due to the page in preview mode.
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Audience Analysis
Like product one, the teacher candidates needed to be familiar with Google and the
internet. The teacher candidates could also save the dos and don'ts document to their Google
Drive if they had one. If they did not have a Google Drive, they could print the form or somehow
download the copy to another appropriate software. The teacher candidates' intended grade level,
and the subject area or specialty is irrelevant to viewing this product. However, the examples are
for secondary education teacher candidates.
Learning Context
When the teacher candidates first opened the Dos and Don'ts page, they were introduced
to the section paragraph under the page title. After they read the introduction text, the teacher
candidates had either saved this product to their Google Drive, printed, or downloaded the
product to another appropriate software. Next, the teacher candidates watched the YouTube
video that went over the dos and don'ts when implementing a creative assignment. Finally, the
YouTube video informed them of the content of the next section.
Needs Analysis
This document aimed to guide teachers in what to do and what not to do when
implementing a creative assignment that targets the three traits. The teacher candidates were not
required to keep these dos and don'ts in mind but instead, use them as simple suggestions. That
way, while they create an assignment, they can keep this product around if they are stuck or need
advice.
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Product Three-Lesson Plan Sample
Description
The third product was a lesson plan sample that kept the previous two products in mind.
This product was also created using a template on Google Docs. However, unlike the first two
products, this product was also made using a template provided by Google Docs. This section
also contained the template that was used to create the lesson plan sample. The learners noticed
that at the bottom of the Lesson Plan Sample, the section titled The Three Traits is included
there, but not on the template. The three traits section was on the sample to see how the lesson
targets the three traits. The template was for the teacher candidates to fill out as a practice. The
YouTube video that goes over the lesson plan sample was created with Audacity, QuickTime,
and iMovie. The YouTube video was approximately 6 minutes and 4 seconds in length. For a full
link to the page, type https://sites.google.com/view/penrodsportfolioproject/lesson-plan-sample.
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Figure 7
Lesson Plan Sample Introduction

Note. The right bottom corner icons are due to the page in preview mode.
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Figure 8
Lesson Plan Sample with Video and Content of Video

Note. The right bottom corner icons are due to the page in preview mode.
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Figure 9
Lesson Plan Sample

Note. The right bottom corner icons are due to the page in preview mode.
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Figure 10
Lesson Plan Template

Note. The image above is a screenshot of the lesson plan template used to create the lesson plan
sample. The right bottom corner icons are due to the page in preview mode.
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Audience Analysis
Like the first two products, the teacher candidates needed to be familiar with Google and
the internet. Participants needed to have either a Google account or a printer because the sample
and Template could either be printed or saved to their Google Drives. Therefore, they needed to
have either a Google account or a printer. If neither was an option, they could have downloaded
the documents to appropriate software. The teacher candidate's intended subject area and grade
level were of no importance, as long as they were in secondary education.
Learning Context
When the teacher candidates first opened the page, they should have read the welcome
message under the lesson plan sample subtext. Next, they read the content of the video located
on the right of the Video. Third, the teacher candidates read through the lesson plan sample and
either downloaded, saved, or printed the lesson plan sample and template. Next, they clicked on
the video and watched. After they watched the Video, they filled out the lesson plan template as
practice. Finally, they went to the next section of the workshop, which was the survey.
Needs Analysis
This guide's purpose was to be a visual tool to show the teacher candidates how a creative
lesson plan targets the three traits. While participants already know how to create lesson plans,
the template can help guide their practice of creating a lesson plan targeting the three traits of
creativity.
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Product four survey
Description
As mentioned above, the survey consisted of 11 questions. For the first ni0, the teacher
candidates read a statement about the workshop. After reading the phrases, the teacher
candidates rated the comments with the options as following:

1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree

The last two questions were short answer questions where the teacher candidates could elaborate
on their negative answers and provide any suggestions for improvement. The survey was created
and uploaded using Google Forms. For a full link to the page, type
https://sites.google.com/view/penrodsportfolioproject/survey.
Audience Analysis
Like the three products in this portfolio, the teacher candidates should have been familiar with
Google and the internet. Their intended grade level and the subject area was irrelevant. Access to
the internet with any appropriate device was acceptable. The survey did require that they watch
the videos and participate in the workshop.
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Learning Context
The first thing the teacher candidates saw on the page is the survey itself. Next, they rated
the statements using the scale described in this subsection's description section. The last two
questions required simple, short answers:

1.

Do you have any suggestions that would make the workshop better?

2.

If you selected 1, 2, and 3 in any of the above questions, can you explain why?

Finally, the teacher candidates clicked on "submit."
Needs Analysis
The purpose of this survey was to evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of the
workshop. The survey results will determine whether to improve, recommend, or not recommend
this portfolio as a guide for a workshop. The workshop could be offered as a professional
development opportunity for teachers either within their home district or offsite.
Survey Results
Twenty teacher candidates took the workshop and completed the survey. After contacting
professors in secondary education at Saint Cloud State University, the teacher candidates were
given two weeks to complete the workshop. After the deadline to complete the workshop had
passed, the responses were reviewed and analyzed. See appendixes A and B for the full results.
The reactions were mostly positive. While there were some excellent responses, a common topic
found among them was the workshop's engagement and delivery.
For the question "How would you rate the overall delivery of the workshop" 25%
selected "disagree," 55% selected "agree," and 20% selected "strongly agree." In retrospect, the
choices for this question should have been different from the rest. Hopefully, the teacher
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candidates saw the options as 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=average, 4=good, 5=excellent. Another factor
that helped come to this conclusion were the comments in the last two questions.
The last two questions had one comment each that stood out more than the others. The
feedback given were about the tone of the delivery. Both feedback comments provided
information that showed the workshop could be useful in information, but the delivery and
engagement would need to be less monotone. The first question was, "Do you have any
suggestions that would make the workshop better (optional)." one of the comments read, "The
workshop had a lot of excellent information that was very interesting! Overall, its content was
amazing, but the delivery was very monotone and hard to stay engaged in." This comment was
the very first comment posted. Perhaps a voice actor to read the script for the workshop would
have been a better option. For the last question, "If you selected 1, 2, or 3, for any of the above
questions, can you explain why," the comment that stood out was the following:
This was going to be a suggestion because this is the reason I rated anything below a 4.
Everything is the same. It is good content! However, the handout is the same as the slide
which is the same as what you are saying. I think the handout should be highlights only
of the info - no examples - the teacher taking the workshop will write down their own
ideas from what you presented. Second, the slides were exactly what you were saying so
I would again have them more visually engaging with A LOT less words so we focus on
your voice and your presentation - especially if you are giving a handout. I struggled to
keep my attention on you since I had read the handout and the exact same thing was
being read to me on the screen. More visuals and less words on screen would've had me
listening more closely to you. Lastly, be careful of bias or sounding biased - you sound
very against risk takers.
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This teacher candidate was very detailed about their feedback. More on this comment will be indepth in the next chapter of this portfolio. The delivery and engagement were the most
significant constructive criticism that this teacher candidate mentioned. These comments helped
conclude whether a workshop developer could use this portfolio to guide creativity workshops.
Again, the answer will be covered in chapter five.
Summary
This chapter gave a description, audience analysis, learning context, and needs analysis
of the products. Looking at the workshop survey results, products one, two, and three could have
used some work in engagement and delivery of the workshop. Chapter four showcased what the
first three products finally looked like and how they were implemented. Also, a fourth product,
the workshop survey, was introduced. The survey gave the overall review and feedback on how
the creativity workshop was. Chapter five will delve further into the survey results and decide
how to move forward with this portfolio.
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Chapter five: Reflections and Further Recommendations
Chapter five reflects the workshop, how the products relate to PBL, ZPD, and the social
constructivist theory. Recommendations for applying the products, future research, and the
overall conclusion of this portfolio. The fourth product was the feedback survey. The survey will
not be included in how the products relate to PBL, ZPD, and the social constructivist theory.
Rather, the reason is that the survey is the feedback of how the teacher candidates received the
three products. The survey was created to evaluate the workshop that discussed product one, two,
and three. The responses provided the researcher with honest, constructive, and accurate
feedback made by secondary education teacher candidates.
Discussion of Workshop
This was not the first online workshop that has been developed by the researcher.
However, this workshop was originally intended to be in person. Unfortunately, due to COVID19, online videos to facilitate the workshop had to be created instead. After creating a survey for
this workshop, the researcher strongly encourages workshop developers to use survey tools in
order to gain feedback. The targeted audience might catch things in the workshop that were
missed by the developer. They can also give developers helpful tips for improvement, especially
if the developer is new to creating online workshops. Surveys can also help indicate the
effectiveness of delivery and engagement as well as recommendations for future
implementations and improvements.
PBL
Chapter two defines PBL as “an instructional approach which enables learners to
simultaneously develop problem-solving strategies, disciplinary knowledge, and research skills.
Students become active problem-solvers confronted with an ill-structured problem which mirrors
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real-world problems" (University of Rochester, 2009, p. 3). While the first three products were in
development, their relationship to PBL was considered. Teachers are the ones who are helping
their students develop the skills they need to prepare themselves for the real world. Once the
teachers identify students with the three creativity traits, they can implement a creative
assignment. The assignment does not have to be the same as the product three sample, but it can
be similar. Retracing back to Rhem's (1998) list of characteristics of a PBL activity, the
following can be applied when the teacher creates a PBL based activity while keeping the first
three products in mind:
•

Teacher acts as a coach or facilitator-for product one; the teacher can identify the students
who do not meet the three traits. The teacher can ask open-ended questions, point the
students in the right direction, offer encouragement, and help them get back on track to
develop these traits. The teacher can use the second product to guide how the teacher can
act as a coach or facilitator. For example, in the "dos" column, the first item states to
Encourage students to take risks and offer support. Therefore, by inspiring the students to
be better, the teacher is acting as a coach. In product three, if the teacher decides to use
the lesson plan in their classroom, they would have their students doing most of the work.
They are encouraged to guide the students in the right direction if they are lost in their
research.

•

An expectation that the students will make and defend judgments based on the
information they acquire-product one and two will help teachers identify and implement
an assignment that targets students with the traits while remembering what to do and not
do. Once this happens, the teachers can expect students to evaluate information and
defend their fictional characters in their presentation. (pp. 2-13)
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Remember that teachers can use ZPD in a PBL classroom. What follows is a reflection upon how
the first three products relate to ZPD.
ZPD
Chapter two defined the ZPD as “what the student has "mastered and what they can
potentially master with assistance" (Vinney, 2019, para.1). Product one was a pamphlet that
described the three common traits, what they might look like in an individual, and how teachers
can encourage the students to develop these traits. To hone these traits, teachers could use the
ZPD. While the teachers are implementing a creative assignment where the ZPD could be used,
they can refer to product two. In the lesson plan sample, they can measure the ZPD to determine
the range between how students conduct research and create slide show presentations
successfully and conduct research and begin slide show presentations with support. How the
teacher determines how this will happen is up to them. In order to strengthen the workshop, ZPD
could be included along with PBL and the social constructivism theory. The next section will
include a reflection upon how the first three products are related to the social constructivism
theory.
Social Constructivism Theory
Vygotsky's social constructivism theory is "the most general perspective of
constructivism with emphasis on social exchanges for learners' cognitive growth and role of
culture and history in their learning" (Beaumie, 2014, p. 13). The first two products relate to
social constructivism in similar ways, but the third product relates more directly. Product one
was a pamphlet that discusses three common creativity traits, and product two was a handout that
lists the dos and don'ts when implementing a creative assignment that targets the three traits. The
teacher can create a lesson plan based on the social constructivism theory that causes the students
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to be open, risk-takers, and flexible. They can keep product two to remember what to do and not
do when they implement the assignment. Product three was the lesson plan sample. The project
was to have the students create a fictional, historical character in the era of their choice, as long
as it has historical importance. Two students might come up with similar periods and historical
events. If this happens, the teacher can encourage the students to exchange ideas on what their
characters could do. Therefore, the students learn about history and culture with their peers.
Recommendations for Implementation
Teachers could use this portfolio to guide a creativity development workshop with
improvements based on feedback survey results. Response to recommendations to make the
workshop better stated, "It may be useful to get a professional voice-over actor to read a script of
the workshop. You can find many online, on sites like Fiverr." Another response to the same
question stated that "the delivery was very monotone and hard to stay engaged in." These
comments further illustrate why looking for someone else to narrate the videos would be useful
if creating an online workshop in the future.
Besides adding a narrator, the feedback from the survey determined it would be useful to
expand more on the subject to include all secondary education fields. One of the responses to "If
you selected 1, 2, and 3 in any of the above statements, can you explain why" stated that "it (the
workshop) did not include a single example from my field." While this person's field is
unknown, teacher candidates could have been asked to come up with examples of their own in
their area as an activity. That will be recommended for possible future implementations.
Conclusion
Having a guide of conducting a creativity development workshop can make the
developers’ job simpler because this portfolio gives step-by-step information. In addition, the
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teacher candidates have a head start for when they implement creativity in their classrooms.
Social Constructivism, PBL, and ZPD can work together. The teacher candidates who took this
workshop can implement a creative assignment that targets students with the traits of openness,
risk-taking, and flexibility. Hopefully, this portfolio will inspire future researchers to research
high school creativity. After reviewing and analyzing the feedback survey results, a much better
understanding of how development workshop feedback can be useful has been gained. The
responses about the delivery of the content and engagement were unsurprising. Using this
portfolio as a guide for a development workshop, the teacher candidates will hopefully take what
they learned from it and use it in their future classrooms. Working on this portfolio has made the
researcher determined to become an instructional designer. It gave insight into how the process
works and is a beautiful experience to show future employers in either higher education or
business, these skills that were honed while creating this workshop will benefit the future in the
job.
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Appendix A
Complete Rating Section Survey with All the Answers
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Appendix B
Short Answer Section Answers
Do you have any suggestions that would make the workshop better? (optional)
It may be useful to get a professional voice-over actor to read a script of the workshop. You can find many
online, on sites like Fiverr.
The speaker was knowledgeable, but hesitant and kept saying it was our choice as educators, which made it
seem like they were questioning themselves. Great content but believe in yourself! You are smart!
Volume - the intro video was nice and loud so I had the volume set at 50%, the rest of the videos I had my
volume at 100% and still had to be in a quite spot with earbuds to hear you well.
It might be my computer but on full volume it was kind of hard to hear at times. However I really
appreciated being able to follow along with the visual document.
The workshop had a lot of very good information that was very interesting! Overall the content of it was
amazing, but the delivery was very monotone and hard to stay engaged in.
I love, love, LOVE the material! However, I think speaking every word that is written down is a waste of
your voice. As people reading/watching your videos, we can see these things ourselves. Most attendees
would like to hear a more personalized and in-depth description of each topic. While there is certainly no
harm in reading it word-for-word and adding tidbits, there is an increased chance of losing your readers
attention. Everything else was really well done!

If you selected 1,2, or 3 in any of the above questions, can you explain why?
I do not blame you, but I thought you sounded a little nervous and bored talking about it, You did awesome
with including details and little bits of knowledge throughout the entire site/videos. Excellent work.
Good content, but it same as my previous suggestion. The speaker is knowledgeable and smart but needs to
express confidence in delivery.
This was going to be a suggestion because this is the reason, I rated anything below a 4. Everything is the
same. It is good content! However, the handout is the same as the slide which is the same as what you are
saying. I think the handout should be highlights only of the info - no examples - the teacher taking the
workshop will write down their own ideas from what you presented. Second, the slides were exactly wha t
you were saying so I would again have them more visually engaging with A LOT less words so we focus
on your voice and your presentation - especially if you are giving a handout. I struggled to keep my
attention on you since I had read the handout and the exact same thing was being read to me on the screen.
More visuals and less words on screen would've had me listening more closely to you. Lastly, be careful of
bias or sounding biased - you sound very against risk takers.
The pacing of the delivery seemed a little slow and forced.
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I think the website was mostly just reading wordy passages and watching videos. I guess that is kind of the
point of an informative website, but I just thought it could have been a little more interesting.

